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COLUMBIA RIVER TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT TEAM 
July 21, 2021 

DRAFT Facilitator’s Summary 
Facilitator: Emily Stranz; Notes: Colby Mills 

 
The following Facilitator’s Summary is intended to capture basic discussion, decisions, and actions, as 
well as point out future actions or issues that may need further discussion at upcoming meetings. These 
notes are not intended to be the “record” of the meeting, only a reminder for TMT members. Official 
minutes can be found on the TMT website: http://pweb.crohms.org/tmt/agendas/2021/.  
 
Review Meeting Summaries & Minutes 
TMT Members approved the facilitator’s summary for the July 14 meeting. Official meeting minutes and 
facilitator’s summaries from the July 9 meeting, and minutes from June 30, July 2, 7 and 14 will be 
reviewed at the next TMT meeting.  
 
Dworshak Dam Operations 
Willow Walker, Corps, reported on operations at Dworshak Dam. The 10-day forecast anticipates cooler 
nighttime temperatures in the lower Snake and Clearwater areas. Warmer temperatures are expected on 
Saturday night in the lower Snake (although not above 75 degrees F). This pattern will continue to end of 
the 10-day forecast.  
 
Lower Granite Dam’s tailwater is currently around 66.3 degrees F. Flows at Anatone and Orofino are 
starting to decrease and Dworshak releases are making up more of Lower Granite’s inflow, helping to 
keep water temperatures cooler. Additionally, some rain in the system over the last 2 days and 
temperatures under 80 degrees F are helping to keep pool stratification between the 15-20-meter mark 
(67-64 degrees F). Spill bay temperatures are remaining below 68 degrees F.  
 
As coordinated at TMT, SOR-2021-05 changes the tailrace target temperature to 69.5 degrees F after July 
23; model estimates show temperatures could reach 69.2 degrees F, however, it is expected that 
temperatures in the tailrace will be closer to 68.5/69 degrees F. The Corps plans to step down Dworshak 
flows to 6 kcfs on Thursday, and then 5 kcfs on Friday to help conserve as much water as possible.  
 
Jon Roberts, Corps, reported on updated conditions from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) and other 
considerations that will affect operational long-range alternatives to assist decision-making (posted on the 
TMT website). Above average temperatures are expected throughout the summer, although the 
concentrated heat is no longer centered over the region. Dobel testing from August 9-13 and 16-17 will 
have temperature impacts and Lower Granite’s receding inflow will impact RSW operations. Other 
considerations include a higher tailwater temperature during the approved time frame and water needed to 
cool back down to 68 degrees F. Implemented actions (or planned actions) under the recent SORs have 
extended water from Dworshak for the end of August by about 10 days.  
 
Updated alternative operations to extend water are posted on the TMT website; including a request to 
draft Dworshak up to 10 feet deeper than the usual 1,535 feet elevation target by September 1. The 
alternatives provide between a 4–6-day gap between augmentation flow running out and the beginning of 
September. Jon noted that the default action has an end of September elevation of 1,520 feet, and an end 
of August elevation of 1,535 feet.  
 
The update prompted a lengthy discussion with significant concerns and questions regarding the effects of 
Dobel testing, closing the RSW when temperatures reach above 100 degrees F, and the minimum level of 
inflows for RSW closure.  
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The Corps confirmed that minimum flows will likely be around 21 kcfs this Saturday or Sunday, at which 
point the RSWs will close. Jonathan Ebel, ID, requested further conversation and analysis on an alternate 
spill pattern (flat vs bulk) to confirm best conditions for fish. Chris Peery, Corps, will connect with 
Jonathan and Jay Hesse, Nez Perce, offline on the issue, and whether to address it via MOC or discussion 
at FPOM.  
 
Jon clarified that Dobel testing will occur August 9-12, and minimum generation is not available from 
0600-1900 hours, however, 5 kcfs of station power is available. If ambient air temperatures are over 100 
degrees F during Dobel testing, Dworshak will need to send additional water to offset the hotter surface 
temperatures flowing through the RSW. One consideration was to close the RSW during the day and send 
all spill volume through the conventional spill way base through the deep spill (to extend water by about 
.5-1 day if temperatures are under 100 degrees F). Concerns around Dobel testing will be discussed 
further at upcoming TMT meetings to allow for better analysis on the impacts; coordination to close the 
RSW would need to occur by the August 4 TMT meeting. 
 
Dave Swank, USFWS, noted that the Agency is investigating potential impacts to Bull Trout in the 
Dworshak tributaries, due to concerns that the August/September elevations might impede the ability to 
enter tributaries for spawning. There is uncertainty as reservoir elevation is not usually that low this time 
of year. This uncertainty drew concern from other fisheries managers; it was requested that this 
determination on impacts be brought back to the TMT as soon as possible. Dave will follow up with 
USFWS fish biologists and USFWS will coordinate with NOAA regarding how to move forward if there 
are competing needs from ESA-listed species.  
 
Summary of SORs 2021-3, 2021-4, and 2021-5 TMT Coordination 
Doug Baus, Corps, updated the TMT on SORs 2021-3, 2021-4, and 2021-5, and clarified TMT 
coordination and operation implementation (posted to the TMT website).  
 
Regarding SOR 2021-4, Action 4 (temporary change at Dworshak for summer flow augmentation), the 
Corps did not have further information at this time, and they will report back to the TMT once more 
information on environmental compliance is available. Jay requested that the AAs act urgently and 
provide a response by the July 28 TMT meeting. Jay updated the TMT that the Dworshak Board met on 
July 20 to discuss environmental conditions, and the draft operational plan is expected to be completed by 
the end of July. The plan is to start releasing the 200 kaf on September 1, with the allocation of water 
gradually ramped down over September to meet all purposes identified in recent Board operational plans. 
Jay noted that the Board did not provide a recommendation for water elevation range.  
  
Jay and Jonathan voiced concern over implementation of SOR 2021-3, specifically that the intent of the 
SOR, which was to benefit water temperatures, was usurped to benefit power generation. To further 
clarify the intent of the SOR and acknowledging the limitations of low flow conditions, the Nez Perce 
Tribe and Idaho requested the following clarifications for Lower Granite Dam operations identified in 
SOR 2021-3 (posted to the TMT website):  

→ July 19 – 22: Minimum generation and RSW spill from 0500 – 1900 hours; minimum generation 
and spill the rest from 1900 – 0500 hours; and implementable with outflows less than 30 kcfs.  

→ July 23 – 31: Minimum generation and RSW spill from 0900 – 2300 hours; minimum generation 
and spill the rest from 2300 – 0900 hours, and implementable with outflows less than 30 kcfs.  

   
It was noted that minimum generation spill the rest was only up to 18 kcfs. BPA heard the concerns and 
will make it clear to the schedulers on duty; operational changes will be made as soon as possible.  
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Sockeye Condition Update 
Dave updated the TMT on sockeye conditions, based on reports of unusual and suspected lamprey 
wounds. The Fish Health Program reported that both biologists and a veterinarian reviewed wound 
conditions and determined that warm water temperatures in the Columbia River this year are exacerbating 
a normal background level of injuries and wounds. This is causing fish to get secondary infections and 
bacteria from pinniped bites, lamprey wounds, and nets etc. A brief summary will be available in the next 
couple of days and will be posted on the TMT website. Jonathan reported a similar initial assessment 
based on samples and bacterial cultures from fish at the Eagle Hatchery. 
 
Sockeye Emergency Trap & Transport Update 
Jonathan reported that as of last Friday, the program had trapped and transported 123 fish and things are 
going well. As of Monday, 10 of 54 PIT-tags were detected at Lower Granite, with 44 remaining in the 
system, and about 11% of total PIT-tags considered active in the system. Conversion rates are dropping 
off between Bonneville and John Day. Chris noted that as of yesterday, 30 of 53 PIT-tags were detected at 
Bonneville, 30 made it to McNary, and 23 made it to Ice Harbor. Travel time between McNary and Ice 
Harbor is less than 1-2 days on average, and fish do not appear to be hesitating at the mouth of the Snake 
River. Travel time to Ice Harbor and Lower Granite is a couple days for each project.  
 
Questions or comments from members of the public: there were no questions or comments from 
members of the public.  
 
 

The next scheduled TMT meeting is a conference call on July 28, 2021 at 9:00 AM.  
 

This summary is respectfully submitted by the DS Consulting Facilitation Team. Suggested edits are 
welcome and can be sent to Colby at colby@dsconsult.co. 

 


